Henry Ford College Professional Issues Conference – Dearborn, MI – January 5, 2017
Tobin, “Universal Design for Learning You Can Use Tomorrow” Keynote
Participant Evaluation Results
Attendance: 168

Respondents: 114

1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.
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5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this session.


















An excellent presentation by a well-informed
speaker. Exceptional presentation skills.
Attention capturing.
Awesome. Excellent speaker, used great examples!
Did not see description prior to session.
Engaging, entertaining, great speaker.
Engaging.
Engaging.
Entertaining presentation with a good message.
Excellent job!
Excellent presentation, very helpful.
Excellent speaker—engaging and useful talk!
Excellent!
Excellent.
Good info but I dont know how to edit videos. The
technical processes need to be taught.
Good motivational approach, emphasis on
universality, process.
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Good suggestions & recommendations. I will try to
implement in my courses.
Good, entertaining. Too many nursing referances.
Great information presented in an engaging manner.
Great job keeping us all involved, interested, and
informed!
Great!!!
Has given me ideas on presenting information in
multiple ways, especially to our target audience, and
more efficiently.
He made life easy as he explained the ways I can use
the mobile in my teaching learning process.
Helpful and mostly engaging overall.
I backed off some good practices based on fear
caused by Cloutier. I will start doing them again.
I enjoyed the manner in which the information was
presented.
I loved the Star Wars! Very entertaining!


































I prefer a less jokey presentation. Time was lost on
jokes, asides, & pop culture references.
Important topic but very general and included much
information that was not really new to me. I expected
more specific information.
Informative, engaging, useful.
Informative.
Interesting information & entertaining.
It was well organized. Would like some deeper
theory discussed.
John Tobin said we need a department to help us with
lecture capture—so how do we get that?
Lively and useful! Loved the Star Wars tie-in!
Thought-provoking also—liked the idea of improved
accessibility for everyone, not just those with
documented disabilities. Also—the idea that the
difference between struggling and succeeding
students may be as little as 20 minutes a day. Thank
you! I look forward to accessing the book.
Loved the initial “Warning” slide—quite fun! The
faculty have barriers, too, esp. lack of IT knowledge
& support.
Makes me feel more confident in going universal—
feeling the Force!
“Necessary.”
Nice ideas. Our institution does not have strong
technical resources. Please encourage a writing
component to all assignments as our students need as
much practice as possible.
Nice introduction to UDL.
“Outstanding.” Great job.
Outstanding. I will use these techniques online & in
traditional settings.
Presentation was useful, entertaining, accessible. ☺
Speaker was entertaining & funny—thank you for
choosing this topic & speaker! Nice work.
Star Wars interruptions were annoying. I checked out
whenever he talked about Star Wars & & didn’t
know when to check back in when he was taking
about the subject.
Strongly agree to all 4 items.
Style plus content very shallow.
Syllabus presentation was a 5!
Thank you! So engaging, and strategies given were
immediately applicable!
The keynote speaker was informative. Nice take
aways.
The presentation was appropriate length and
stimulated my interest in the topic area. I liked the
idea of scripting the videos ahead of time so students
have a transcription of the video. I liked the idea of
starting with the most difficult topics first for video
taping.
The presenter was good and gave some good
information.
This is good, and I bet it’ll taste better after the
workshop sessions.
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This session enhanced my knowledge of what I’m
doing currently.
This was engaging.
This was great! He was a very engaging speaker and
made accessibility relevant, interesting, and
achievable. ☺
This was very encouraging to me that faculty are so
excited about making their courses accessibly.
Very entertaining (good).
Very good.
Very important topic.
Very interesting.
Very practical advise. Well presented. Enthusiasm
for topic.
We do not need to work a lot to get a good outcome.
Well done! Good story-teller, good speaker (keep
your hands at 1:00 and 2:00)!
Well-spoken & funny: what else is there?

